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ANLITER MGH-HEAT-FLUX BLANKET-MODULE
HEAT TRANSFER EXPERIMENTS

Kenneth £. Kasza

ABSTRACT

An Argonne National Laboratory facility for conducting: tests on multilayered
slab models of fusion blanket designs is being developed; some of its features are
described. This facility will allow testing under prototypic high heat fluxes, high
temperatures, thermal gradients, and variable mechanical loadings in a helium
gas environment. Steady and transient heat flux tests are possible. Electrical
heating by a two-sided, thin stainless steel (SS) plate electrical resistance heater
and SS water-cooled cold panels placed symmetrically on both sides of the heater
allow achievement of global one-dimensional heat transfer across blanket
specimen layers sandwiched between the hot and cold plates. The heat transfer
characteristics at interfaces, as well as macroscale and microscale
thermomechanical interactions between layers, can be studied in support of the
ITER engineering design effort. The engineering design of the test apparatus has
shown that it is important to use multidimensional thermomechanical analysis
of sandwich-type composites to adequately analyze heat transfer. This fact will
also be true for the engineering design of ITER.

1 INTRODUCTION

As part of an effort to develop an international thermonuclear experimental
reactor (ITER), the U.S. has recently completed a conceptual design of an ITER
blanket/shield. The international partners, U.S., Japan, the Soviet Union, and
the European community, will embark upon a six-year engineering-design
phase of ITER. The Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) high-heat-flux
blanket-module heat transfer program will contribute to this effort. The
objectives of this ITER program are to quantify the heat transfer performance of
candidate blanket designs, measure the thermal-gap conductance between a
stacked array of beryllium (Be) blocks and an adjacent stainless steel (SS) plate as



a function of several blanket design parameters, and furnish data for design
validation. The change in the thermal-gap conductance due to deformation of the
Be blocks is one of the tasks in this program.

The conceptual design of the ITER blanket is described in Kef. 1. The
experimental test program and apparatus described in the following sections are
based on addressing the critical heat transfer adequacy issue defined for the
blanket design during the conceptual-design phase of ITER and on technical
input from Y. Gohar, M. Billone, S. Majumdar, A. Stojimirovic, and G. Myers.

2 BLANKET DESCRIPTION/ISSUES

Figures 1-3 illustrate a representative design for the blanket. Both outboard
(shown) and inboard regions of the blanket structure are of similar but not
identical design. The inboard side has fewer layers of Be blocks. The layers of Be
serve to control the temperature of the breeder layers and also act as a neutron
multiplier for the breeder. The Be layers reside in a helium environment. The
actual temperature distribution in the Be layers is a result of volumetric
neutronic heating within the Be and heat transfer from the breeder layers.
Figure 4 is a schematic representation of the first-wall/side—wall water-cooled
panels of the inboard blanket. Water enters nominally at 60°C and leaves at
100°C.

Table 1 lists some thermal and structural features of the outboard core-
midplane position of the blanket, including radial clearances 8, to accommodate
blanket thermal expansion, and minimum toroidal clearances x between blanket
elements and side walls, to accommodate thermal and end-of-life swelling
expansion. The remaining columns give code-predicted information on the
thermal expansion of the elements and toroidal clearances. Expansion and
clearance characteristics are important design aspects because they strongly
influence heat transfer between blanket elements and thus element
temperatures, as well as structural thermal-stress loading. The breeding
elements must be maintained in a definite temperature range for efficient tritium
recovery.

Calculations of thermomechanical characteristics of the blankets as shown
in Table 1 are based on models developed by M. Billone, Ref. 1. The uncertainties
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Fig. 3. Blanket configuration at inidplane
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the nrst-wall and side-wall
coolant channels of the inboard blanket
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Table 1. Summary of ITER-recommended as-fabricated thermal and structural
features for the outboard core-midplane position of the blanket

Layer (OF)

SS first wall
H2O
SS back wall
Be (0.85)
SSclad
Ii2O(0.8)
SSclad
Be (0.85)

81 clearance

SS coolant channel
H2O
SS coolant channel
Be (0.65)
SSclad
1*20(0.80)
SSclad
Be (0.65)

0*2 clearance

SS coolant channel
H2O
SS coolant channel

Thickness,
m m

5
4
5
34
1
8
1

59

0.70

2
2
2

57
1
8
1

71

0.83

2
2
2

Predicted
ave. temp.,*

°C

134
60

154
341
432
509
431
297

108
60
90

280
441
487
438
275

84
69
60

Radial
thermal

expansion, mm

0.007

0.009
0.214
0.009
0.109
0.009
0.327

0.002
—.—

0.001
0.312
0.009
0.103
0.009
0.386

0.000

0

Min, toroidal
clearance

T, mm

0.70

0.90
11.6
4.6

14.7
4.6
5.4

0.4

0.3
4.0
4.7

14.7
4.7
3.2

0.02

0
aUnder normal conditions.
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in the conductance of the gaps between the SS plates and Be blocks strongly
influence the performance predictions of the blanket design. The uncertainties
are the result of complex interactions between structural (micro- and
macroscale), thermal, and radiation factors. For example, Be deformation due to
radiation and thermal expansion (which changes with time), along with
macrostructural distortions from temperature gradients and coolant
pressurization, causes gap changes and different thermal contact areas.
Furthermore, local thermal distortion (curvature) of the individual Be blocks has
also been shown [2] to exert an important influence on gap conductance.
Therefore, to improve and validate blanket design calculations, we need better
data on gap conductance and some of the thermal/mechanical-interaction factors
that influence gap characteristics. Additionally other blanket designs, involving
such features as Be sponge or Be pebble panels, will also be tested.

3 GENERAL APPARATUS CONSIDERATIONS

All of the complex factors influencing gap conductance will not be addressed
in these experiments. Tests involving neutron heating are planned for latter
stages of the ITER program. Hence, the Be blocks will not be subjected to
radiation-induced swelling or to volumetric heating. Thus, the distortion of
individual blocks will differ somewhat from the prototype condition, which
influences the gap geometry and the extrapolation of the data to prototype
behavior. Computer codes will be used to assess the importance of this loss in
similitude.

The test apparatus under fabrication (Fig. 5) will simulate a unit cell of the
blanket and consists of a single-layer array of Be blocks sandwiched between hot
and cold SS plates. This represents a typical array of Be blocks in the blanket as
shown in Fig. 1. The test apparatus is constructed symmetrically about an
electrically heated hot plate (which represents the breeder plate) according to
recommendations of the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) [3-5]
and according to woik of the National Institute of Standards and Technology [6].
This design contributes to achieving highly one-dimensional heat transfer with
minimal stray-heat loss, which is essential to calculating heat transfer
properties and characteristics of the array with satisfactory accuracy. The test
apparatus is described in more detail in the following sections.

- 8 -
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Fig. 5. Test apparatus, under fabrication, which will simulate a unit cell of
the blanket
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Other types of test apparatus have also been used to measure thermal
conductivity or solid/solid interfacial thermal gap conductances. Typically, these
apparatus [7] utilize material specimens of size and shape restricted to be
compatible with the test apparatus (i.e., small size and specific shape). These
apparatus can employ pulsed heating with, for example, a laser to calculate
thermal properties from transient data or steady-state heat transfer
longitudinally through cylindrical specimens.

For the present studies, we chose to perform tests in a sandwich-type test
apparatus because this most closely duplicates many features of the prototype
blanket and allows study of many of the complex thermal/structural interactions
that can occur in the prototype and hence influence interfacial heat transfer.

In the first phase of this program, there will be no attempt to simulate force
loadings of prototypic overall blanket structurally induced feedback on the
sandwich. Instead, three different initial gap configurations will be tested in an
effort to bound prototypic conditions. The experiments will simulate a near—
prototypic heat flux and temperatures through the sandwich in a helium
environment with prototypic Be and SS materials and prototypic surface finishes
at the material interfaces where thermal conductances will be measured.
Because no radiation swelling occurs in these tests, the data will be more
representative of start of blanket life.

The water-cooled cold wall of the test section will be fabricated from a
stainless coolant panel similar to that of the prototypic blanket design. The panel
will be formed from two SS plates embossed with a ribbed pattern and
continuously spot welded together to form a multichannel panel conveying cooling
water. The hot SS wall will be heated by electrical resistance to achieve prototypic
heat fluxes (20-50 w/cm2).

Three different preloading conditions on the test apparatus sandwich before
heatup will be used to explore the dependence of interface conductance on
interface characteristics. The SS plates will be mechanically loaded and
constructed to achieve interface gaps as uniform as possible (i.e., minimize
flexural and thermal distortion, as well as edge effects over the array area). The
sandwich preloading schemes are
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* no interface asperity contact

* asperities 'just touching*

* reasonable asperity contact pressure.

The test cases involving asperity contact pressure will be achieved by placing
a uniformly distributed dead weight on top of the sandwich to create a constant
load during testing. However, the contact pressure may vary with thermal
conditions because of material thermal distortions, which change the actual
contact area. An effort will be made to measure local temperature distribution in
a SS plate in the vicinity of a single Be block to quantify the interplay between
interfacial material distortions and temperature variation. Strain gauges
embedded in the materials will be used in an effort to study thermally induced
interfacial surface distortions.

4 DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS

The overall features of the test apparatus are shown in Fig. 5. Specific details
on sizing of the sandwich elements are described in this section. An electrically
heated, thin SS hot plate is located symmetrically in the center of the test
apparatus sandwich. The Be blocks are arranged symmetrically in a square
array on both sides of the heater. The corresponding elemental layers of the
apparatus on each side of the heater are of exactly the same planar size as the
heater and must be identical in thermal properties.

Because of symmetry about the heater, the reduction of data to obtain thermal
characteristics of the Be array and interfaces is based on the assumption that
one-half of the heat generated in the heater passes upward and the other one-
half downward into the lower Be array, assuming that radial heat loss from the
heater and other layers is negligible. This latter assumption is quite good,
because of the use of a guard heater that surrounds the test apparatus opposite
the heater and the two Be block arrays, and because the thermal resistance of the
test layers is much less than that associated with the insulated path out to the
ambient heat sink. Calculations are underway to quantify the importance of the
guard heater.

- 1 1 -



The guard is electrically heated and maintained at the same temperature as
the heater or at the average temperature of the Be layer by suitable automatic
controls. On both sides of the heater, a water-cooled SS panel is used to achieve
the cold-wall temperature on the other side of Be block arrays. By setting the
heater power level and adjusting the cold-water temperature and flow rate, the
desired heat flux through the Be and temperatures across the blocks can be
achieved. The nontest specimen sides of the two cooling panels are insulated with
rigid insulation to minimize heat exchange with the rest of the environmental
chamber, which houses the sandwich.

The plane of the sandwich is perpendicular to the gravitational field. For the
tests that are conducted with an applied load on the interfaces, a uniform static
weight load is applied to the top of the sandwich. Because the prototype blanket
exists in a helium gas environment, a helium environment is maintained in the
enclosing environmental chamber at prototypic pressure.

The entire sandwich is set on a rigid support frame and contained within a
shroud that rests on the bottom of the environmental chamber. This system of
support frame and shroud allows for ease of assembly and instrumentation of the
test apparatus, as well as facilitating supplying it with electricity and water. The
support frame is removable by lifting it out of the shroud for reconfiguration of the
test specimens. All open regions between the sandwich and the shroud are filled
with loose insulation to minimize heat losses and maintain a highly one-
dimensional heat flow through the specimens.

For a given set of test conditions, the overall thermal conductance of the Be
array is calculated by having accurately measured the power supplied to the
heater (using 1/2 power due to symmetry), the temperatures of the hot- and cold-
plate surfaces, the planar area (A) of the array, and the distance (L) between the
hot- and cold-plates, and by using Fourier's law of conduction for one-
dimensional heat transfer. Data analysis is discussed in Sec. 6.

4.1 Layered Sandwich and Heater Sbing

The Be layers experience maximum temperature gradient in the layer
composed of 34-mm blocks located next to the SS back wall of the blanket (see
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Table 1). Based on this information, and on the desire to obtain gap conductance
data for more than one block size, the 34-mm and 59-mm Be block sizes (second
layer out from the back wall) were selected for testing. In addition to having all
layers of the same planar dimensions (for enhancing one-dimensional heat
transfer), two important criteria were used in guiding the sizing of the layers of
the sandwich. These criteria are

1) The array must contain a large enough number of blocks to approximate
the prototype arrays, which are quite large, and to average out
individual block differences such as size, material properties, and
interface effects.

2) To facilitate achieving one-dimensional heat transfer, the planar
dimensions of the heater should be at least three to four times the
thickness of the test specimen, and the heater plate should be as thin as
possible [5,8].

A sizing of the test apparatus planar dimensions for the 59-mm blocks will also
satisfy the above criteria for the 34-mm blocks. Additionally, sizing is also
presented for a 1/2-scale test apparatus based on a prototype dimension of 1 m
(i.e., a 1/2 m x 1/2 m array of Be blocks). This is done to furnish information to aid
in deciding whether a larger test apparatus, which will satisfy possible longer
range needs of the ITER program, should be built initially. Regardless of which
is built, the sizing based on the 59-mm blocks is the smallest test apparatus that
should be built.

The power requirement for the electrical heater is based on a maximum
prototype heat flux (assuming the surface heat flux is 0.25 of the neutron wall
loading) at a Be interface of 50 W/cm2 [1, p. 103]. Because the test apparatus is
symmetric about the heater, the heater must generate a flux of 100 W/cm2.
Additionally, a 4 x 4 array of blocks is used to satisfy Criterion 1). Hence, the
square array of 59-mm blocks will have planar dimensionti of 4 (59 mm) * 23.6 cm
and the square heater will have an area of (23.6 cm)2 = 556.96 cm2 and must
deliver total two-sided power of (100 W/cm2X556.96 cm2) = 55.7 kW. Table 2
summarizes heater size and power requirements for both the minimum-sized
test apparatus for a 4 x 4 array of 59-mm Be blocks and a 1/2-scale apparatus.
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Be size
(cm)
5.9
5.9

Table

Array
configuration

4x4
8.5x8.5

(1/2 scale)

2. Heater requirements

Heater
size (cm)

23.6
50

Heater
area (cm2)

556.96
2500

Heater total
power (kW)

55.7
250

Additional power supply specifications will be discussed later.

The key features of a square-plate, thin-foil electrical resistance heater are
presented for the 4 x 4 array of 5.9-cm Be blocks. Many heaters described in the
literature and in ASTM publications employ electrical resistance heating
elements embedded in a grooved heater plate. This technique, however, can lead
to local heater-pteite thermal distortions, which would alter the Be/SS interface
geometry and contact characteristics from those that will occur in the prototype.
To achieve a more uniform hot-wall boundary condition, a heater concept
described in Ref. 5 was adopted for these tests. This design (Fig. 6) employs a very
thin metal foil in which I2R loss electrical resistance heating takes place. The foil
is electrically insulated on both sides from two thin metal plates that sandwich
and support it. The two metal plates are the hot walls that interface with the two
symmetric arrays of Be blocks. Because the foil is continuous over the heater
area, variations in the surface temperature of the plate and possible distortions
are reduced over those that can occur when a finite number of heater elements
are embedded in a grooved plate. Furthermore, because the heater plate is thin,
lateral heat flow along the plane of the heater is small and there is no need to use
a separate primary heater guard. However, a guard heater as shown in Fig. 5
may be utilized to further minimize radial heat loss from the Be blocks. The low
thermal inertia of this heater design relative to that associated with a much
thicker grooved, embedded-element heater also reduces thermal drift error and
speeds up the test apparatus approach to steady state.

The square heater is of dimension L = 23.6 cm. Electrical power input is
along two opposing sides of the foil. The two metal cover plates will be made of
1-inm thick prototype ITER 316 SS, with appropriate surface roughness on the
side interfaced with the Be blocks. The metal foil will be made of of 0.03-mm thick
321 SS. The foil thickness t can be varied to achieve resistance values compatible
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Fig. 6. Cross section of square- plate thin-foil electric heater
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with power requirements. Uniformity of the foil thickness is very important to
achieving uniform heating. Thin foils can be purchased with thickness
variations less than ±2%. Based on this foil thickness and an electrical resistivity
of p s 106 x 10"8 ohm-m at 500°C (p being sensitive to temperature) the electrical
requirements for the heater are given by the following equations:

R = pL/a, where R is the foil electrical resistance and a is the cross-
sectional area (Lt)

I = VP/R,f where P and I are, respectively, the power and current supplied
to the foil

E = P/I, where E is the voltage across the foil.

Hence,

R - tOCxlO^ohm-m 23.6cm^ 100cm"j
23.6cm 0.003cm \ m )

3.523xlO-2ohm|,

= 155.7xlO3W
3.523 xlO~2ohm

1257 amp |,

and

E = 55.7 x 103 W /1257 amp

=| 44.3 volts |.

This power, current, and voltage are reasonable values for a power supply. The
equivalent values for a 1/2 scale ITER heater design with L > 0 . 5 D , P > 250 kW,
and t * 0.03 mm are

-16-



R=|3.5xlQ-2ohmj,

I =[2672 amp),

and

E= [93.56 volts

42 SandwichLoading

It has already been mentioned that three sandwich preloading schemes will
be used to explore the dependence of Be/SS interface gap conductance on gas gap
size and on contact pressure at the interfaces. The test cases with "reasonable
asperity contact pressure" will be achieved by applying a constant, uniformly
distributed dead-weight load to the top of the sandwich. Future program test
phases can be used to evaluate the influence of nonuniform loadings on gap
conductance. These nonuniform loadings can be achieved by varying the dead-
weight distribution.

The amount of loading required is guided by the current prototype blanket
design criteria [1], which state that, prior to reactor powerup, the LiO2 breeder
and Be layers will be separated from the SS by finite gas gaps. However, once full
power is reached and thermal expansion and swelling has taken place, the
interfaces are designed to be in nominal contact (i.e., low contact pressure).
Discussions with M. Billone have established that an interfadal contact pressure
range of 0.01 to 0.05 MPa is adequate to explore the 'nominal contact" prototype
loading cases. These two levels of contact pressure can be achieved for the
23.6-cm square array of area 556.96 cm2 with dead-weight loads of 126.9 lb and
634.5 lb, respectively. If lead, which has a density of 705 lbm/ft3, is used as the
dead weight, it would need to be stacked on the order of 1 ft high. Therefore,
contact pressure loadings on the order 0.5 atmosphere (0.05 MPa) are achievable.

Cold-Wall Panel

The heater unit that simulates the hot well of the sandwich is designed to be
symmetric, with uniform heat generation, and thin to minimize thermal
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structural distortions (i.e., should remain flat). The water-cooled cold-wall SS
panels shown in Figs. 4 and 7 should also remain flat under thermal loading.
However, these panels are not symmetrically thermally loaded in the test
apparatus. The wall interfacing with the Be blocks will be considerably hotter
than the other wall, which interfaces with the rigid insulation of the test
apparatus and will nominally be at the temperature of the cooling water. This
temperature difference can cause panel distortion. To evaluate the magnitude of
this distortion, A. Stojimirovic [9,10] carried out a series of numerical two-
dimensional thermo-elastic analyses of the cold panels.

The pinel cell that was analyzed is shown in Fig. 7 and its reference case
dimensions are a = 35 mm, b = 15 mm, tv = 5 mm and th = 2 mm. Analysis of this
case, with a 50 W/cm2 uniform heat flux over one face of the panel and a coolant
water flow temperature of 60°C in the panel channels, yielded a 237°C panel hot-
face temperature and thermal loading stresses that exceeded the allowable stress
of 330 MPa for 316 SS. Furthermore, this stressing caused the individual coolant
cell to bend (see Fig. 7) and, when extrapolated to the entire coolant panel, caused
a midpanel deflection of Vmax = 1-5 mm. This deflection far exceeds the Be block
surface roughness estimated to be on order of 20-40 urn and, as a consequence,
would complicate interpretation of gap conductance test results and exhibit
behavior that is unacceptable in the prototype design. The panel dimensions were
altered to explore the influence on reducing panel stresses and bending. It was
established that

* The thickness ty of the plate on the hot side of the coolant panel nominally
dictates the temperature difference across the panel. Because the panel
deformation is roughly proportional to this temperature difference, one
should make the hot plate as thin as is compatible with the pressure of the
coolant water.

• Panel deformation can also be decreased by increasing its bending stiffness
by increasing the separation distance b between the hot and cold plates.

Based on these criteria, the dimensions ty and b were changed from the
reference case to tv = 2 mm and b = 25 mm, with the panel cold-side plate
thickness remaining at 5 mm. This resulted in stresses falling below the
maximum allowable and in panel center deflection being reduced significantly to
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Fig. 7. Water-cooled cold panel
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131 urn and the hot-wall temperature reduced to 143°C. Hence, proper
dimensioning of the coolant panel can be used to keep cold panel deflections to
acceptable values. The test apparatus is now undergoing final design and the
cold-panel deflection is being reduced even further with additional design
changes. Furthermore, full three-dimensional analysis is being used to quantify
panel thermomechanical behavior because two-dimensional analysis is not
conservative in predicting deflection.

4.4 Sandwich Heat Flow

An essential requirement of the test apparatus is that one-dimensional heat
flow normal through the plane of each element should be achieved by proper
design. This implies that isotherms are parallel to the planar surfaces of all
elements with negligible heat flow out through the sides of the sandwich. When
this requirement is satisfied, one can use the one-dimensional form of Fourier's
heat conduction law to interpret the experimental data and calculate the interface
conductances.

To check on the ability of the apparatus to achieve reasonable one-
dimensional heat flow, a finite-element-code heat conduction analysis was
performed by A. Stojimirovic [12]. Tbis scoping analysis assumed no structural
thermal distortion (i.e., interfaces remained flat) and that the apparatus behaved
symmetrically above and below the heater and also possessed quarter—sector
symmetry. Furthermore, for the scoping calculation, it was assumed that there
was no heat loss from the environmental chamber to the ambient. Hence, the
only heat sink was the water-cooled cold panel maintained at a uniform 60°C
sink temperature. The one-sided heat flux for all cases was 50 W/cm2> the
maximum anticipated for the prototype. The space analyzed not occupied with
hard structure was assumed filled with loose-fill quartz wool insulation.

Calculations were made with several different guard temperatures and two
different separation distances for the guard from the edges of the sandwich.
Figures 8 and 9a and b summarize some typical calculated results for isotherms
at various locations in the sandwich. The guard standoff distance from the edge
of the sandwich was 5 mm. The guard temperature was set at the average
temperature across the Be blocks. Clearly, a high degree of one-dimensional
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Fig. 8. Temperature distribution (°C) in a vertical
sandwich cut (heat flux 50 W/cm2)
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501.7

(a) AT-4°C

C J
290.9

.290.8

288.2
(b) AT-3°C

Fig. 9. Temperature isotherms on the faces of the Be
block array (1/4 sector); (a) hot face, (b) cold face
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heat transfer has been achieved. For the final design of the test apparatus a
calculation will be made with a simulation of heat loss to the ambient through the
environmental chamber walls. In addition, a calculation without a guard heater
will also be performed to evaluate what influence a malfunction of the guard
would have on temperature distribution in the sandwich and in the insulated
space within the chamber.

5 TESTCONDniONS

The test parameters and their ranges to be explored in the first phase of this
program are given in Table 3. Not all combinations of these parameter values will
be tested. The same hot and cold SS plates and helium pressure will be used for
all tests.

Table 3. Test parameters to be explored in the first phase of the program

Be blocks
Size (3.4
and
5.9 cm)

Porosity
(0.15 and
0.35)

Surface
roughness (20
and
40 Mm)

Gap
configurations
No asperities
contact
(0.1, 0.5 and
1.0 mm)

Asperities just
touching (0-
0.1 mm)

Contact
pressure exists
(0.01 and 0.05
MPa)

Heat
flux

(20 to
50 W/cm2)

Be temper-
ature dif-
ferential
(extreme)

450°C max.

He
pressure

0.05-
<0.1 MPa

Coolant
water

temperature
(60tol00°C)

Stainless
steel

plates
Annealed
316

Surface
roughness
(1-2 urn)

To obtain credible and reproducible data on gap conductances, very tight
manufacturing tolerances and specifications must be achieved on Be block overall
dimensions, surface roughness, porosity, and microstructure of the sintered
material. All these parameters must be quantified. Microstructure control is
important because it can influence thermal conductivity and cause possible
nonisotropic material properties. Hopefully, all blocks will have nearly identical
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microstructure. Checks will be made to verify that the Be blocks meet
specifications.

6 DATA ANALYSIS BASIS

The objective of this program is to study experimentally the influence of the
ITER blanket design parameters on the effective thermal conductivity or
conductance of the entire Be region comprised of the Be block array and the
interfadal regions (i.e., Be/SS interfaces) on both sides of the Be. The program
will also explore the heat transfer conductances at the individual interfaces. It
should be noted that even if both interfaces are comprised of the same materials
and matching surface roughness conditions, the heat transfer conductances
across the two interfaces need not be identical. For example, when the Be blocks
are subject to a large enough temperature gradient normal to the plane of the
array, the individual blocks will undergo thermally induced (expansion-
contraction) curvature, with the block hot side curved outward and the cold side
curved inward. This changes the gap size and local asperity contact conditions,
making interface thermal resistances on opposite sides of the blocks unequal.

In Ref. 1, the Be block curvature is shown to be an important feature of
predicting the temperature profile through the blanket. This phenomenon has
been called thermal rectification in the literature (i.e., the resistance to heat
transfer across an interface can be a function of heat flow direction). This
behavior is not adequately predictable and occurs even for interfaces that don't
undergo gross surface curvature distortions but remain flat, and for contact
between similar materials (heat flow being largest when from rough to smooth
surface) although it is largest for dissimilar materials [11].

Thermal rectification is dependent upon thermal conditions, material
properties, and surface characteristics (i.e., roughness and larger scale
distortions). For surfaces that don't undergo gross thermal curvature distortions,
the rectification is believed due to thermally induced shape changes of individual
asperities, which influences contact area between interfaces and hence thermal
resistance [13].
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The equations relating heat flow, temperature distribution, material thermal
properties, and the dimensions of the test apparatus are presented below. These
equations are used to relate the test parameters to the heat transfer resistance or
conductance characteristics of interest. For steady-state conditions in the
sandwich under the assumptions of one-dimensional heat How normal through
the plane of each element (i.e., the isotherms are parallel to all element planar
surfaces, with negligible radial heat flow out through the sides of sandwich), and
material properties consent and isotropic for each element, Fourier's law of heat
conduction can be written for each element of the sandwich or for the overall
sandwich.

The equation presented here for the overall sandwich is based on the
assumptions that the apparatus is symmetrical about a plane passing through
the foil heater, and that all elements are of the same planar area. The heat flow
per unit time Q (where Q is 1/2 the total electrical power supplied to the heater) is
then related to the temperature difference across the half sandwich Tp - TH2o
(where TF is the heater foil temperature and TH2O is the average temperature of
the cooling water), and to the summation of the individual thermal series
resistances (Ri) of the sandwich elements by

where

Rl = resistance of SS cover plate on the foil heater,

R2 = interface resistance between the SS hot-wall-heater cover plate and the
Be block array,

R3 = resistance of the Be block array,

R4 - interface resistance between the Be block array and the cold-wall SS
plate (in general, Hfe * R*).

R5 = resistance of the cold-wall SS plate,
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Rs * film resistance between the cold-wall SS plate and coolant water flow in
channels.

Letting Li equal the thickness of the individual sandwich elements, A| m A for
equal planar areas of each element, Kj equal to the molecular thermal
conductivity of sandwich materials, and hi equal to the interfacial contact
coefficients, the thermal resistances can be written as

R2 = I/I12A,

R3 = L3/K3A,

The terms Q, Tp, TH2O» LI, L3, L5, Ki, K3, K5, and A are reasonably accurately
known, measured experimental quantities. Although the lengths may require
accounting for thermo-structural expansion, and K3 requires knowledge of the
conductivity of the sintered porous Be blocks, the uncertainties in these quantities
is considerably smaller than those associated with the interfacial contact
coefficients I12 and I14.

The terms b.2 and I14 and their dependence on complex thermal, structural,
and interfacial characteristics and interaction are the primary source of design
uncertainty of the ITER blanket; therefore, the goal of this program is to improve
our understanding of these terms and their dependence as they relate to ITER. In
the most general case, three modes of heat transfer can occur across the
interfaces: molecular conduction through asperity-to-asperity contact, as well as
through the gas (He) in the interface voids; radiation, if high enough
temperatures exist across the gas voids; and if the thermal buoyancy forces, due
to gas spatial temperature variations, are large acting on the void gas, natural
convection currents will occur. Furthermore, when the gap between interfaces
becomes very small, the gas molecular transport may no longer be in the
continuum regime but in transition to free molecular flow. Additionally, proper
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characterization of the roughness of interfacing materials and other
irregularities becomes very important in the transition from a case where the gas
gap is much larger than the surface roughness, to the case where they are of the
same order of magnitude or there is asperity-to-asperity contact pressure at the
interface. A good discussion of these complexities is given in Ref. 14.

No reliable analytical or empirical expression has yet been developed for the
general problem of interfacial heat transfer. However, over the years, several
expressions for hi have evolved, which appear to be qualitatively correct in
predicting trends. For narrow ranges of parameters of a given set of
experimental conditions, some expressions are reasonably good quantitatively.

One such expression, developed in Ref. 7 for uranium dioxide/ZircaIoy-4
interfaces with He-filled voids, used in fission reactor applications and modified
for Be/SS interfaces, is as follows:

1 2

h- Kg 2K1K2P12
1 (ri+f2)+(gi+g2)+G

[ ( 1 2 ) ] ( f ) ( ) W/m2K,

where

= He conductivity » 3.366 x 1(H Tg-668, W/m-K

ri = root-mean-square (rms) roughness height of SS, 1(H> m

r2 = rms roughness height of Be

» l + HOP,10-«m

P= porosity volume fraction of Be

gl + g2 - sum of the temperature jump distances

= 4.625 x 10-«Tg"*8(l/ai + l/a2VPg, m
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Pg * He pressure, MPa

ai * thermal accommodation coefficient for SS, 0.12

82 * thermal accommodation coefficient for Be, 0.145

G = hot gap, m

Ki s stainless steel thermal conductivity

K2 = thermal conductivity of 100% dense Be

A * 0.05 m™

£1 = SS thermal emissivity, 0.9

£2 = emissivity of Be, 0.6

0 = Stephan-Boltzmann constant, 5.67 x 10-8 W/m2-K4

Ti = SS surface temperature, K

T2 = Be surface temperature, K

Ts 3 (Ti + T2V2 = average gas void temperature, K

Pl2 = interfadal contact pressure, MPa

,m

H. = 2.25 x 103 (i _ 7.94 x i(HTi), MPa

Terms 1, 2, and 3 in the expression for hj are gas conductance, solid-solid
conductance, and radiation conductance, respectively. Term 1 contains a gas gap
dimension G, rms roughness heights for the two surfaces r, the temperature
jump distances g, and accommodation coefficients a for the two surfaces. The
temperature jump distances and accommodation coefficients (ranging from 0 to
1) are concepts introduced in the analysis of interfadal phenomena to take into
account temperature discontinuities and nonlinearity of the gas temperature
(deviations from Fourier's law) at and near the walla. The expression for hj does
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not account for the possibility of natural-convection-driven currents of the gas in
the gap, only molecular conduction.

In the following paragraph, an estimate is presented of whether natural
convection currents driven by the temperature difference Ti — T2 across the He
gap are important for the 40- and 80-jpm gap sizes of the ITER vertical blanket
regions. The natural convection occurs as a result of gravitational forces acting
on the variations in He gas density in the gap. The dimensionless parameter Gr,
called the Grashof number and defined by gp(Tx-T2)G3/v2, is used as a
measure of the importance of natural convection in fluid filled-spaces. The
Grashof number represents the ratio of the strength of thermal buoyancy forces
produced by gravity to the viscous forces in the fluid, where

g = gravity,

p* = coefficient of fluid volumetric thermal expansion,

G = gap dimension,

v = kinematic viscosity of fluid.

Experimental data on heat transfer between two parallel vertical plates,
maintained at various temperature differences Ti — T2 for a gas filling, are
reported in Ref. 14. It was shown that, when the product of the Grashof number
GR x the Prandtl number Pr of the fluid is less than 103, convection currents are
so small and weak that they don't influence the heat transfer between surfaces.
The product of (GrXPr) is evaluated for the worst ITER conditions, i.e., for the
largest anticipated interfacial temperature difference and largest gap. The He
gas properties are based on a temperature of 300°C. The input values are

g = 32.2fl/sec2,

(Ti-T2)

G = 80 urn,

v = 375.8 x
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Pr = 0.72.

Hence,

„ _ (32.2ft/s2Xhn/3.281ftK10-3/°FK150oCX9/5°F/oCX80xl0"6m)30.72
laTIrt — —x—x A

(375.8xl0"6m2/s)*

=6.92xl(T6«103.

Thus, natural convection does not influence heat transfer at the interface,
because the gap is too small.

The preceding expression for hi is used to aid in the design of the ITER
blanket [1]. It is a primary goal of these planned experiments to determine the
values of i%2 and I14 experimentally and compare them with the values obtained
from this expression. In determining hg and I14 experimentally,the most direct
approach is from local measurements in the sandwich rather than from an
overall calculation like that given earlier, where many terms are grouped
together. This, however, assumes that the required local measurements can be
accurately obtained and lead to more accurate conductance values than those that
can be obtained with the global equation. In conducting the experiments and
reducing the data, both approaches will be utilized and the results will be
compared. A reasonable degree of consistency between approaches will enhance
confidence in the final results for b.2 and I14.

Based on the assumptions used in formulating the global sandwich equation,
Fourier's law can also be written for each elemental interface of the sandwich.
Hence,

where T12 is the surface temperature of the SS cover plate on the foil heater and
T32 is the surface temperature of the Be adjacent to the hot SS plate. Thus,
h2 =Q/(T12 -T32>A and likewise, for the other interface where the Be interfaces
with the cold plate, h4 = Q / (T34 -T54K. The right hand side of each expression
represents quantities that must be measured and the ratio of the two
conductances is simply given by h2/h4 * (T34 - Tsi)/(Ti2 - T32), which is the ratio of
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the interfacial temperature differences. In practice, the ease with which these
elemental equations are used relative to the ease in using the overall equation
depends on instrumentation difficulties and the accuracy with which the required
measurements can be obtained. In both cases, Q is more readily and accurately
measured than the required surface temperatures, the measurement of which
involves placement of very small thermocouples in a manner that won't modify
local heat fluxes, temperature distributions, and the small interfacial gap size,
and will not pick up electrical signal errors from the heaters and other sources.
Measurement of surface temperature, in general, requires great care.

The overall equation for sandwich heat transfer can be rearranged to express
the interfacial conductances hg and I14 in terms of measurable and known
quantities as follows:

Upon inspection, it is evident that this equation can only be used to ascertain the
combined effect of the two conductances. This is still of value in checking the
consistency of results by comparing them with results from the two elemental
equations.

7 CONCLUSIONS

An ANL facility for conducting tests on multilayered slab models of fusion
blanket designs is being developed and some of its features described. This facility
will allow testing under prototypic high heat fluxes, high temperatures, thermal
gradients, and variable mechanical loadings in a He gas environment. Steady
and transient heat flux tests are possible. Electrical heating by a thin SS two-
sided electrical resistance heater plate and SS water-cooled cold panels placed
symmetrically on both sides of the heater allow achievement of global one-
dimensional heat transfer across blanket specimen layers sandwiched between
the hot and cold plates. The heat transfer characteristics at interfaces as well as
macroscale and microscale thermomechanical interactions between layers, can
be studied in support of the ITER engineering design effort. The engineering
design of the test apparatus has highlighted the importance of using
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multidimensional thermomechanical analysis of sandwich-type composites to
adequately analyze heat transfer. This fact will also be true for the engineering
design of ITER.

Some important operating parameters for the high-heat-flux
thermomechanical blanket performance facility are

* Electrical heater power supply 60 kW

* Heat flux maximum 50 W/cm2

* Temperature 30-S00°C

* Blanket module size 20-30 cm square
(and same thickness)

* He gas pressure 0.05 - <0.10 MPa

* Mechanical loading interface contact pressure 0 — 0.05 MPa

The following types of measurements will be generated by the test facility:

* Multilayer blanket thermomechanical interactions

* Temperature distribution in constituent layers

* Heat flux at interfaces

* Thermal distortion of layers

* Interfacial heat conductances

* Contact pressure

* Thermal conductivity

* Variable environmental gas pressure

* Thermal cycling material response and degradation
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